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CONCERNING SUPER-HIGH GAIN PELLETS FOR LASER FUSION* 
Bruce Wilson and Lowell Wood 

University of California Lawrence Ltvermore Laboratory 
Llvetmore, California 

Introduction 

In a recent JETP Letters a r t i c l e , Afonas'ev, et al have claimed 1000-fold 

energy gains (fusion energy : laser pulse energy) for a new class of pel lets, 

which moreover require only relat ively very modest peak laser powers to implode 

and igni te. I f capable of real izat ion, each of these two features would be 

extremely important for practical applications of laser fusion; taken together, 

they would have revolutionary impact on this f i e l d . We have therefore examined 

them extensively in computational physics simulation, using the LASNEX code, 

<tnd present our results here. 

Method 

The basic technique employed by the Lebedev workers was ut i l i za t ion of 

very th in shells of the order R/AR ^ 100, where R is the I n i t i a l shell radius 

and AR i t s thickness. Relatively low peak laser powers can be used to compress 

such pellets because of their long characteristic implosion times. Our Investi

gative attention was directed primarily at the milligram target for which they 

quote a fusion energy of 122 MJ for a laser input pulse of 1 HJ energy, triangular 

pulse-programed over l.SxlD se-:. The outer fuel radius was 0.3 cm. The DT fuel 

shell with thickness of order IX of the radius (0.3 en) was surrounded by 

a lesd shell of comparable mass to the fuel to thermally Isolate the fuel from 

the ablator. That shell was in turn surrounded by an ablation layer of Be. 

The Be shell thickness was chosen carefully by us to minimize the amount not 

•Work performed under the auspice of the U.S. ERDA under contract W-7405-ENG-4B. 
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blown off by absorption of laser l i gh t , in order to n<ost effectively accelerate 

the lead and DT inward of i t . Another technique suggested by Afanas'ev, et a! 

was to "layer" the fue l , or, in other words, to have a pellet with multiple 

concentric shells of frozen DT. Therefore one pellet containing 2 DT shells 

and several 3 DT-shell pellets were also studied, since the 3 shell runs 

appeared the most promising. Al l such studies were done using lASNEX, a 

Langrangian three-temperature laser absorption and hydrodynamics code. lASHEX 

calculates the absoiption of laser l ight by pellet materials and includes 

electronic tnermal conduction, radiative generation and transport processes 

and transport of a-particlss. 

The Lebedev workers did not specify what wavelength laser l igh t they em

ployed in their studies, so several different targets were illuminated by lu 

Nd l igh t , seme by 10u CO- radiation, and one by coherent radiation at the present 

practically ultimate l im i t of r>.3u. Then two different laser power programmed 

pulses were tr ied as the Lebedev workers were not completely specific as to the 

nature of the triangular pulse employed, other than sp<rifviny i t s energy, 

duration, and triangular shape, with the n"« shohn .n Hgure I t giving the 

best results. That 1s no* very surprising since the delay in peak power allows 

a more hydr , ...ally ef f ic ient blow-off of the ablator material accelerated 

at earl ier times. 

Results 

The f i r s t target chosen for study is shown in Figure 2. I t consisted of 

one DT shell "frozen" up against an 8u thick shell of Pb of radius 0.3 cm. The 

lead was in turn surrounded by a 112p thickness of Be which served as the 

ablator material. Laser l ight of 10u wavelength was inputted with a pulse as 

shown in f igure fa. 
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The peak central temperature in the imploded fuel was hydrodynamically 

driven up to 3 (tetf when the central density was about 10 g / cm. (See Figure 2 . ) 

The outer portion of the DT continued to fal l 1n on the center while the hot. 

low density DT core radiated away much of U s Internal energy. The temperature 

fe l l to about 600 eV while the density climbed to *-100 g/cm , and then a rebound 
3 

shock sent the core up to -0 .5 keV when the density peaked at --?00 g/cm , The 

peak density was lower by a factor of five frotn the average figure of 960 g/cm 

given by the Lebedev workers, and the total fusion energy produced only reached 

about 600 joules, which was more than five orders of magnitude lower than that 

published by then. 

He examined the technique they suggested uf layering the DT she l l s , a well-

known approach to energy and momentum focussing. Used here, this technique 

would be expected to bring up the inner shell Implosion velocity via the 

commonly mentioned velocity staging principle. Such higher velocit ies Multiply 

the kinetic energy density, and thus the peak temperature and density when the 

kinetic converts to internal energy at the culmination of the Implosion. 

The two shell target employed i s shown In Figure 3. The laser frequency 

and pulse were the s a « as for the single shell case just discussed. Peak 

central tenperature obtained was ^ - 5 (ceV. with a corresponding density of about 

2 g/cm • Again the central temperature dropped as the implosion progressed, due 

to radiation transport into the outer nel let material. The core density eventually 

reached about 10 g/cn , which more closely approximated the 30 g/cm central 

density quoted by the Lebedev workers. By that time the peak temperature had 

fallen to about 2 keV. Core matter pressure then overcame the Inwardly directed 

momentum, and disassembly quenched all further possibil i ty of thermonuclear burn. 
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Only about 50 joules of fusion energy were outputted by this tarqet. Another 
calcu1atir,;i was done on this pellet with the u-garticles deposited locally 
and instantaneously to study the bensttivity of the pellet performance to 
the model of u-particle trarv^ort used in the LASKEX code. The results were 
virtually identical to the previous study, suggesting that indeed the early 

time central temperature could be made higher without spoiling the implosion 
with a burst of a-partlcles, which might degrade the inwardly directed matter 
momentum by absorption of 'he i-particle momentum flying out of the core. (The 
core matter pressure would of course be increased by local deposition of a 
energy.) Seeking a further Increase 1n central temperature, we added a third 
concentric shell of DT. It is possible In principle to quadruple the velocity 
of the innermost shell, if each successive shell Is sufficiently less massive, 
in a three shell stack. 

The basic 3 shell target showo in Figure 4 was used for the remainder 
of the calculations, as it seemed tti* most promising. First of these runs 
used the same laser frequency and pulse shape as the calculations discussed 
above, namely* 10u laser radiation in a triangular puHe of the type shown in 
Figure la. The velocity staging worted relatively poorly for this set-up, 
since the thermal radiation generated during the collision of the outermost 
and the middle DT shells thoroughly preheated the innermost shell, causing it 
to vaporize and decompress before being accelerated. Thus, the first strong 
shock sent the innermost portion of the fuel only up to about 1 keV and duisity 
of about 10 g/cm . Higher temperatures were reached at a later time, but at 
densities of only order unity. Also, it is very optimistic to rely on late 
implosion time compressions if a relaxation period has intervened as hydrodynafflie 
instabilities grow during acceleration period: and continue to ul'<«(je tnwdi*d 
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during coasting intervals. MHh such i n i t i a l l y thin shells as used here, 

a l l opportunity for Instabi l i ty growth must be vigorously minimized, i f 

the actual implosion H to At a l l resemble one-diiwnsional models. Even with 

the late time fuel compression, only 600 joules of fuslnn energy were produced. 

The laser power pulse was then modified to look l ike that shown in Figure 

lb and applied to the three shell target. This was done to follow up on the 

remark of the Lebedev workers that an exponentially r is ing pulse gave the same 

results as their triangular pulse, uur results were essentially the 

same, with some i«prave«ent due to the more ef f ic ient shell acceleration at 

late laser deposition times. To be as optimistic as passible, we used the 

modified pulse shape for the remaining calculations, since I t did improve 

pellet performance somewhat. 

When 1u Hd laser l igh t was used, the i n i t i a l shock temperature in the 

pel let center increased two-fold, up to 2 keV at core densities of 30 g/cm -

The Nd l igh t coupled more ef f ic ient ly with the Be ablator, causing higher 

blowoff veloci t ies, and thus higher implosion velocit ies. Ko burn was achieved 

however, because of the thermal radiation preheat discussed previowJy. The 

same problem was re-run using local and Instantaneous deposition of a l l 

a-partfcles, to determine i f the i n i t i a l shock was Strong enough to in i t i a te 

thermonuclear burn, though not strong enough to cause any bootstrapping without 

the ct energy deposition. This made l i t t l e difference, which again confirmed 

that higher temperatures and densities were required at the pellet center 

to achieve true igni t ion. 

Huch higher core temperatures were obtained in th is pe l le t , with reversed 

positions of the Internal void and low density OT gas between the 3 DT shells, 

as shown in Figure 5. The core went to 8 keV temperature at a corresponding 
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density of about 1 g/cffl , am! then disassembled, producing about 4.5 KJ of 

fusion energy. The sensit ivity to radiative opacities at low temperatures 

(<100 eV) was tested by logarithmically dividing the photon energy spectrum 

from o.l eV to 10 keV into th i r ty groups and re-running the calculation, doing 

radiative transport for each photon energy group separately, with emlvsivities, 

and opacities calculated at each group center. With these refined transport 

coefficients, the pellet produced 7 KJ, the most energy of a l l designs 

examined, using what wo believe to be the most apt physics options of the 

LASNEX cade. Laser radiation of 0.3u wavelength was t r ied with a s l ight 

decrease in fusion energy produced. 

We f ina l ly eliminated a l l radiation emission and transport physics in 

the code to model the pellet hydrodynamics in a two-temperature approximation 

as the Lebedev workers did. The performance of the three DT-shell pel let , 

which produced 7 KJ in the calculation just described, jumped to an energy 

output of 28 KJ, as shown in figure 6. The core temperature rose to over 

7 keV from the f i r s t shock, but again the DT core density was only of order 

unity. The fuel then relaxed to a temperature of 200 eV and a density of 0.1 

g/cm J, at which time the outer portion of the fuel and lead shield sent a 

second shock into the fue- core. The peak core temperature rose to over 20 keV 

at a density of about 7 g/cm . Most of the 28 KJ of fusion energy was produced 

by this recompression, which makes i t an optimistic f igure, as noted above. 

Then, 1n order to allow for any possible differences between the Lebedev and 

Llvermore codes, we doubled the laser energy deposited. The results of this 

calculotion are shown in Figure 7. The peak core temperature and density very 

closely resembled the values quoted by the Lebedev workers; however, the fusion 

energy produced was s t i l l law by three orders of magnitude, relat ive to their 

results. 
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In a l l these pel lets, the core DR product was much too low (<0.1 gm/cm ) 

to sustain signif icant thermonuclear bootstrapping) le t alone Iqnltlon of the 

surrounding fue l . 

Conclusion 

Considering that a l l the above calculations were done in one dimension 

only, no consideration was taken of hydrodynamlc ins tab i l i t ies . Except for 

the calculations done without radiation transport, no significant thermonuclear 

burn was achieved 1n spite of the optimistic nature of one dimensional irodels. 

Not even the two-temperature calculations showed anything close to the fusion 

energy reported by the Lebedev workers. I t therefore apnears that even their 

one milligram pel let Is probably a marginal design at best, inasmuch as our 

one dimensional studies of pellets based on their proposal had such unpromising 

results. 

He conclude by noting that we are total ly unable to confirm the claims of 

the Lebedev workers to have developed an alternative to the approach to high 

density laser fusion which we have published previously. Because of the 

great Importance which any development of the type claimed by them would have 

for the 1nert1a1 approach to CTR, we strongly urge and greatly hope for the 

prompt publication of detailed pellet ensigns, simulation code physics, and 

pellet hydrodynamic histories by the lebedev workers, so that the present 

quali tat ive discrepancies between their results and ours In this area may 

soon be eliminated. 
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